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LESSON 2

Review of First-Finger Reaches

Say each letter as you strike the key.

frftfgfbfv jujyjhjnjm frftfgfbfv jujyjhjnjm

frftfgfbfv jujyjhjnjm frftfgfbfv jujyjhjnjm

Review of First-Finger Words

Type the following drill. Say each letter as you strike
the key.

fur fun gun gum guy buy but hut jut vug

fur fun gun gum guy buy but hut jut vug

fur fun gun gum guy buy but hut jut vug

fur fun gun gum guy buy but hut jut vug
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Second-Finger Reaches

Put your fingers through the following motions without
striking the keys:

Your second finger on your left hand strikes d on the
home row, reaches up slightly left for e, and below the
home row slightly right for c.

Your second finger on your right hand strikes k on the
home row, reaches up slightly left to i, and slightly right
on bottom row for comma (,).

Second-Finger Words

Type the drill as it appears. Say the letters as you
strike the keys. Try to increase your speed each time
you repeat a word. Relax briefly before each new
word.

jim jim jim jim jim dim dim dim dim dim kid kid kid

kid kid red red red red red cue cue cue cue cue my,

my, my, my, my,

Check your accuracy against the book.

This drill contains all the letters
struck by your second fingers.
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Review of Second-Finger Words

Type each word once as below.

Force your mind to concentrate on each stroke as you
type.

jim dim kid red cue my,

Drill on First and Second-Finger Words

Before typing each new word for the first time, put your
fingers through the motions of typing that word without
hitting the keys.

After typing a word once, try to speed up your
responses on each succeeding effort.

Pause to relax briefly before each new word.

fur fur fur fur fur fun fun fun fun fun gun gun gun

gun gun gum gum gum gum gum guy guy guy guy guy buy

buy buy buy buy but but but but but hut hut hut hut

hut jut jut jut jut jut vug vug vug vug vug jim jim

jim jim jim dim dim dim dim dim kid kid kid kid kid

red red red red red cue cue cue cue cue my, my, my,

my, my,

Do not look at your fingers or at the
screen as you type; this will hold
back your progress in typing
automatically by touch.

You will now practice all the reaches
made by your first and second fingers.
Notice that the reaches are getting
easier to recall. More and more practice
will soon make them automatic.


